Traditional POD-Galerkin projection, as a popular approach for model order reduction, is usually applied in a fixed fluid domain which, however, is not the case for many fluidsolid systems with moving objects/boundaries. Instead of treating a time-dependent fluid domain, we consider the combination of fluid and solid one single stationary domain. The idea, which is similar to immersed boundary technique used in numerical simulation, is to have a modified Navier-Stokes equation in a combined fluid-solid domain and add extra body-force terms to the equation with support only in solid area to represent the moving boundary or solid structure. Global POD modes can then be computed with a new inner product also defined in the combined domain. With both the modes and equations defined in a fixed fluid-solid domain, the Galerkin projection is applied directly in the same domain and provides a global reduced-order model for the system. In comparison to the traditional approach, the new global model ends up with extra terms to represent solid motion. The critical role of these new terms is demonstrated here in application to flows passing respectively an oscillatory two-dimensional cylinder and an oscillatory three-dimensional sphere, where the new terms clearly help to sustain overall system energy.
I. Introduction
With advances in computational science and engineering, high-fidelity numerical simulation has become a powerful tool in the study of natural flyers/runners/swimmers and man-made aerial/ground/underwater vehicles. However, its computational cost is still too high for many applications which require real-time control or numerous iterations for design and optimization in large parametric space. In those situations, reduced-order models (ROM) become handy to approximate the results with much less computational cost. Models at very low dimension also allow direct application of tools from dynamical system and control theory [1, 2] .
Since its introduction to fluid mechanics community [3, 4] , proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)-Galerkin projection has quickly become one of the most popular "top-down" approaches for model reduction of many fluid problems [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, model reduction by POD-Galerkin projection faces a new challenge when there are moving solid boundaries or structures in fluid flow. With moving boundaries, when POD is applied to the flow field in a traditional manner, there is an inconsistency of coordinates for near-field dynamics (moving) and far-field dynamics (inertial). As it is reviewed recently [16] , actuation modes [17, 18] and Eulerian-Lagrangian dynamic mesh adaptation methods [19] [20] [21] [22] have been proposed to allow the transition between the moving/deforming near field to the stationary far field. There was also a different route taken by Liberge and Hamdouni, where they considered a fictitious stationary domain including both fluid and solid and applied POD-Galerkin projection on a modified equation for both fluid and solid [23] . Their approach shares some similarity as in our earlier effort [24] and more complete work presented in this paper, where we also considered both fluid and solid in a combined stationary domain. We borrow the idea from immersed boundary technique used in numerical simulation [25] [26] [27] , where the effect of moving boundary is represented as extra bodyforce terms added to the original Navier-Stokes equation, and then develop a global POD-Galerkin projection in a fixed domain with moving bodyforce terms for boundaries.
Different from the approach of Liberge and Hamdouni [23] , our method allows large and arbitrary movement of boundaries though only prescribed motion is considered at this moment.
For the rest of the paper, there are the proposed methodology in §II, the application to both twodimensional and three-dimensional cases in §III, and the conclusion in §IV.
II. Basic methodology
In this section, for completeness, we will first review some basics of model reduction for traditional fluid flows: Galerkin projection and proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). Then, we will introduce our method of global model reduction for flows with moving boundaries.
II.A. Galerkin projection
The idea of Galerkin projection is to project the functions defining the original equation onto a finitedimensional subspace of the full phase space [4] . To perform Galerkin projection, the phase space X must be an inner product space spanned by a suitable set of basis functions. The suitable choices for basis functions include mathematical modes, such as Fourier modes and Chebyshev polynomials, as well as empirical modes, such as POD modes. For demonstration, consider simple dynamics described bẏ
where f is a general operator linear or nonlinear on u. u(x, t) can be expanded in terms of suitable orthogonal basis functions of X (e.g. POD modes):
where the basis functions φ k are often ordered by certain physical criteria: decreasing captured energy as for POD modes; increasing wavenumber (decreasing scale) as for Fourier modes; etc. Projecting the equation onto the set of basis functions, we get the dynamics of time coefficients:
The finite truncation in expansion and projection then gives a model equation of lower dimension. The truncation order will depend on the properties of original equations and the requirements of specific problems.
II.B. Proper orthogonal decomposition
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was proved the most efficient way of capturing the dominant components of an infinite-dimensional process with finite and often only a few number of modes [4] . The goal for POD is to find an optimal subspace of finite dimension to present an ensemble of data u(t) ∈ H, where H is a Hilbert space with inner product ·, · . The optimality here can be defined by the minimization of the average error ||u − u s || between the original data u(t) and the reconstruction from the subspace u s (t) = j u, φ j φ j , where · denotes a time average and || · || is the induced norm on H. The basis functions φ j are normally known as POD modes, and they are eigenvectors of the following eigenvalue problem:
where
and depends on the definition of inner product. In most numerical simulations, the method of snapshots [28] is often used when the number of snapshots M and the number of spacial grid points N satisfies: M ≪ N . The method of snapshots solves an M -dimensional eigenvalue problem instead of the original N -dimensional eigenvalue problem (4) and achieves the same first M modes.
II.C. Traditional POD-Galerkin projection for fluid flows
Using POD together with Galerkin projection, we have a systematic procedure to obtain ROMs from simulation or experimental data. For traditional fluid mechanics problems, the approach can be applied on Navier-Stokes equation [4, 5] :
where u is velocity vector, p is pressure, and Re is the Reynolds number. The velocity can be expanded about its mean value u 0 and on POD modes φ j as
where the finite truncation at j = N is performed for low-dimensional modeling. Substitite (7) in (6) and project the equation one to bases φ i to get dynamic equations for time coefficients,
φ 0 = u 0 and a 0 = 1 are introduced here for simple notation. In (8) , orthogonality has been applied and the pressure term has been cancelled by appropriate boundary conditions (e.g. periodic condition).
II.D. Global POD-Galerkin projection for flows with moving boundary
The traditional approach of POD-Galerkin projection requires fixed fluid domain, which is not the case for flows with moving solid boundaries and structures. Instead of considering a time-dependent fluid domain, we treat the combination of fluid and solid as one whole stationary domain. The idea is similar to immersed boundary technique used in numerical simulation [25] [26] [27] , where the combined domain allows simple fixed meshes for discretization and the effect of moving boundary/structure is represented as extra body-force terms added to the original Navier-Stokes equation on specific "solid" area. Here, it is similar to immersed boundary method that the global Galerkin projection is based on a modified Navier-Stokes equation for the combined domain [29] [30] [31] :
where f is the extra bodyforce term added in solid domain Ω s to define the trajectory of solid boundary/structure:
with V being the prescribed velocity of solid, the pressure term has been neglected. With the modified fluid-solid equation (9), the classical approach for fixed fluid domain can be directly applied on the whole fluid-solid domain to geṫ
which is similar to the traditional form in (8) . However, the new dynamic equation (11) has some new parameters defined by inner products with support only in solid domain:
and old parameters with similar definition but being extended to with support in the entire combined domain with both fluid and solid. It is worth noting that the corresponding global POD modes are also defined by inner products in the combined fluid-solid domain without telling difference between fluid and solid. For simplicity, we keep the same weight for the energy contribution from fluid and solid area in the definition of inner product, however, it is possible to consider fluid and solid with different weight and the change may improve the global POD modes for better ROM performance. The resulted model (11) describes globally both fluid and solid. Different from the approach of Liberge and Hamdouni [23] , our method allows large and arbitrary movement of boundaries though only prescribed motion is considered at this moment.
III. Application and results for 2D and 3D flows
In this section, our approach of global model reduction is applied first on a flow passing a 2D oscillatory cylinder then on a flow passing a 3D oscillatory sphere. As sketched in figure 1 , a two-dimensional cylinder oscillates (along y) normal to the incoming flow. The Reynolds number is 100, which is defined by the incoming velocity and cylinder diameter. The computational domain is l x × l y = (0, 50) × (0, 30) with uniform mesh at N x × N y = 1000 × 600, and the neutral position of the cylinder center is at (x 0 , y 0 ) = (10, 15). The oscillation is defined by y(t) = y 0 + A sin(2πf t) with amplitude A = 1.5 and frequency f = 0.2. Here, the large amplitude is picked intentionally to challenge the capability of our approach to handle large domain change. The numerical algorithm is the same as the one reported and tested in our previous numerical simulations [30, 31] , where the projection method is applied to solve incompressible Navier-Stokes equations [32] , the 3rd-order Runge-Kutta method is used for time advancement, and the immersed boundary method is implemented to describe moving boundaries/structures [27] .
III.A. Flow passing a 2D oscillatory cylinder
With the chosen amplitude and frequency, the wake vortex structure from our simulation shows P+S pattern (figure 2), which matches the prediction from classical parametric study by Williamson [33] . Global POD modes were then computed from 400 snapshots of above simulation data which covers 4 time periods of oscillation. The results are shown in figure 3 : the energy efficiency of POD is clearly indicated by the energy spectrum in figure 3 (a) ; both the energy distribution and the individual POD modes ( figure  3 c-f) show the pairing between mode 1 & 2 and mode 3 & 4, which is typically seen in POD modes of convection-dominant flows. The low-order dynamic system of the most energetic modes (i.e. currently first 8 modes) can then be achieved by the global projection onto these modes as we described earlier. In figure 4 , we plot the phase portraits for coefficients (a 1 , a 2 ) and (a 1 , a 3 ) respectively, where, in each phase portrait, different lines and symbols indicates results from direct numerical simulation (considered as benchmark), our global model reduction (using forcing terms to represent solid motion), and the traditional POD-Galerkin projection (applied naively without forcing terms for solid motion). Our global approach shows the capability to capture basic dynamics and sustain the system energy by using the first 8 modes, while the one without forcing term can not sustain the system energy and the modes are quickly dissipated. a1, a3) , where the results computed from our current approach and the approach without forcing terms are benchmarked by the result from direct numerical simulation.
III.B. Flow passing a 3D oscillatory sphere
The same approach has been applied to a three-dimensional oscillatory sphere with incoming flow, which, together with the sphere diameter, defines the Reynolds number to be 300. The computational domain is l x × l y × l z = (−4, 8) × (−4, 4) × (−4, 4) with uniform mesh at N x × N y × N z = 300 × 200 × 200, and the neutral position of the sphere center is at (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) = (−1, 0, 0). The oscillation is along y and defined by y(t) = y 0 + A sin(2πf t) with amplitude A = 1.0 and frequency f = 0.16. We used the same numerical method and extended it to three-dimensional. Figure 5 shows a typical snapshot from our direct numerical simulation where vortex structures are shedding behind the sphere. Similarly, as shown in figure 6 , the energy spectrum suggests the efficiency in energy capturing by global POD modes, and the same pairing pattern is observed from the energy level and shape of modes for the three-dimensional case. Finally, figure 7 shows similar performance of the global fluid-solid model using the first 8 modes in the three-dimensional case. Our model behaves well by sustaining system energy through added forcing terms, which is derived directly from the modified Navier-Stokes equation with rigorousness. a1, a3) , where the results computed from our current approach and the approach without forcing terms are benchmarked by the result from direct numerical simulation.
IV. Conclusion
We have developed a global approach for model order reduction of dynamic problems with both fluid flow and moving solid boundaries/bodies. The current approach is based on but different from traditional POD-Galerkin project method, which is usually applied on fluid flow with fixed domain. Using a similar idea of immersed boundary method for numerical simulation, we work on a modified Navier-Stokes equation for the combined fluid-solid domain with extra forcing terms for solid effects with support only in solid area. The POD modes are defined accordingly in the combined domain. With globally defined POD modes and Galerkin projection in the new fluid-solid domain, the rest of steps are straightforward by following the same way working for the fixed domain. The approach has been applied to both 2D and 3D cases with moving boundaries: flows passing respectively an oscillatory cylinder and an oscillatory sphere. For both cases, the global POD keeps its capability of capturing most energy of flow, and the resulted Galerkin modes can replicate basic dynamics by using first 8 modes. The added forcing term for solid boundary effects shows critical role in sustaining the overall system energy.
